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Editorial
Welcome to a new and
exciting way to get some
interesting
information up into those
brains of yours!
Through out this art
piece/magazine/book
whatever you want to
categorize this, you will
learnt everything about
some amazing artists and
their work and maybe
trade secrets.
This will consit of
reviews and and personal
research of my
university lectures.
Release your brains and
prepare to be informed
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I N T R O D U
For this f irst week for our Gamswen
brief we were given an introduced to
our tasks and how this term will be
planned out for us. We have been given
the task to document all our lectures
each week with any electronic device
so I have chosen to use my Iphone to
record the lecture, we will be having
many teachers, giving us talks on
different topics such as; Vaughan
Oliver, Niel Spiller, Nic Clear and
Stacey Pitsillides. Theses are only a
few who have been already booked and I
am looking forward for Nic Clear and
his animation and drawing lecture
which I hope to get a lot out of it for
my future methodologies, after all
these lectures I will be documenting
what I have learnt for that lecture
in 300 words, and then choose one main
topic to write a 1000 word main feature
document. For the final piece for this
project will be to create a magazine or
any other for of media either printed
or online with all the lectures put
together all into this final product. I
will probably be doing an online
magazine or printed, as I will
experiment with different types of
outcomes.
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D U C T I O N
During this f irst lecture we watch a
short film of ‘A Magazine Is Born – the
making of Little White Lies,’ this was
a documentary of how the magazine
started its f irst ever issue, it showed
us the stress that you go through and
how much hard work is put into
creating this magazine. It showed how
it started from notes written down and
a quick diagram of what each page will
contain, this is used as a map for
reference to what page needs what
image text etc. We also are engaged into
how trial and error is the best way
forward and how drawing your own
images is the best way to create a
magazine and not just using default
typefaces, but in the end you can
clearly see that its all worth it in
the end.
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Vaug
O l i v

was born in 1957 he is a British
is most recognised for his wor
studios such as 23 Envelope and
maintained a close relationship wit
bands such as Cocteau Twins, Pixies
with collaborating with other artist
to how he works. Around the age of 16 an
independent record company called 4A
freelance designer for th
methodology was re-contextualising h
something and repurposing it, he create
re-read. He worked for a band creating co
were 17 inch discs this was a good opport
express themselves. He
Cocteau Twins, Tiny Dynamine,
experimenting with spray paint int
typography used for
typography was inspired by Bl
worked with photographers such as
creating Lush were he photographed
He also worked with
Grigorio, who helped him wit
the Pixes
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ghan
i v e r

itish graphic designer who
s work with graphic design
e and v23, which both studios
p with record label who had many
xies and others. He mainly works
rtists/photographers, this was key
f 16 and 17 he was approached by a new
led 4AD in 1980’s, Vaughan work as a
or them for 3 years, his
ing his designs which means to take
reated imagery which was meant to be
ng covers for them, which in those days
pportunity for graphic designers to
s. He worked with the
mine, to create this cover by
t into water, he hand drew all the
d for the cover, the
by Black Mail lettering. He
uch as Jim Freeman, he helped in
phed coloured paper out of focus.
with Collin Gray,
m with covers for the band
Pixes.
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This lecture began just as strange as the
previous lecture with Niel Spiller, I was
sceptical and knew that this was going to be a
long 90 minutes of art work which looks
interesting but very strange and confusing in
the way it would be explained, so lets see how
it went. We began with the work and mainly the
work of Salvador Dali, born in 1904 to 1989, the
talk started off with this strange museum which
is based in Barcelona, it consisted of golden
mannequins which were on the museum, through
out thislecture I learnt that this artist loved

“NOUVEAU BEAUTY AND THE TERRIFYING

working on mannequins. One of my favourite art
works that was mentioned in this lecture was
Salvador Dali’s ‘Surrealist Funhouse,’ this was
part of the World’s Fair of 1939 which was held
in New York, as it states in blackpealboutique.
co.uk, ‘In Dali’s own words it was an Upside down
world of dreams.’ This to me makes me think Dali
was crazy as this fun house consisted of a
giant pink stucco building, which contained
inside chamber of swimming showgirls, a room
with a woman asleep on a 36ft long bed, a man’s
body shaped as a birdcage and a vintage Cadillac
taxi where inside the taxi it would be raining.

ORNAMENTAL
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A surrealist exhibition in 1948 was
important as it was set with a
boulevard of mannequins, this inspired
surrealist groups, and all the great
surrealists dressed up mannequins, and
had performers and cold snacks
hanging from the ceiling. Another
architectural piece of work I also
found interesting was the ‘Dream of
Venus,’ built in 1959 the artwork was all
outside and very little inside, however
his design of this building and its

ARCHITECTURE OF SURREALISM”

construction was verybadly made, the
ticket stand was made by the head of a
fish, the entranced looked like
going through a pensioners legs, it had
a shaven cactus like roofing with dead
mermaids.
Overall I managed to get through this
lecture with a lot of information about
this artist which I am pleased, but I
think surrealism is too confusing for
me but maybe that the way its meant to
be in the f irst place.

L
SAVEGERY
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“An experience would never end as we all are lear
every day, no matter how or where we are still le

This lecture was about manifestos, at f irst I did not kn
but after doing a quick Google search I found the follow
man·i·fes·to
Noun:
A public declaration of policy and aims, esp. one issued befo
election by a political party or candidate.

This instantly reminded me of a stateme
about designing something, which was ‘A
jus don’t have time to develop the idea,’
stayed there as this lecture brought it
This lecture was about how to include m
what and how it should represent me, by
it’s not true. This initially is a series
believe

MANIFESTO

“I want to star
global design
company.”

It can be about what I feel about the world, and what bel
if it has nothing to do with the world of design. It’s a wa
voice and expressing your views, in a way it you’re telli
the type of person you want to meet in the future.
A manifesto cannot be just a few paragraphs of texts, it
as a poem, or a mixture of different phrases or can be a d
tration of all the views.

Y VIEWS 14

“I beli
improve

learning something new
ll learning.” “I believe that more industry

experience is essential for new
ign graduates.”

ot know the meaning
ollowing:

d before an

tatement which my college tutor told me
was ‘A design can never be finished, we
idea,’ which imprinted in my mind and
ght it all back to mind.
lude my own manifesto, and what it is and
me, by writing what I believe in even if
series of words which begin with I

“A design can
never be
finished; we
just don’t have
time to develop
the idea”

at beliefs I have even
t’s a way of having a
telling the world to be

believe that a
design should
always start with
a quick sketch”

ts, it could be created
be a design or illus-

believe a design can never be finished just
roved.”
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DR RACHAEL ARMSTRONG
However
I
was
wrong
just
after
a few
Coming
to
this
minutes
I
was
engaged
lecture
I started
to into
hercan
vision
of how
think
thatlecture
maybe this
nature
create
form
was
and to
as
and
structure,
going
to
be
similar
to
a
child
she
wanted
Niel Spiller’sabout
lecture
build
and
engineer
with
his
living
things
so
she
architectural
island,
wanted
toofexplore
the
this was started
because
she
features
nature,
so
off she
referenced
a
talking
about
how
rabbits
ears
because
much
sheofloved
the its
ears has
a special
nature
the
land
function
which
helps
it
and science
whileshe
at hear
fortodanger,
but she
school,
wanted
ask
‘What
If
enjoyed touching
the ?,”
and that’s
whatwhere
some
mud
and
artists
have
done
exploring
itI was
as a artists
have workI found
along
child.
So
with
scientists.
defiantly
this
very me
interesting
expecting
another
and
made
want
to
strange and think
into
depth
about
indigestible
other
things
that
might
lecturearchitect
from another
be
of interest
to me
and
who
hopefully
one
day
exhad a interesting
strange but plore
and
be like
obsessed
into
it
just
Dr
obsession. 16 Rachael.

HAEL ARMSTRONG
For the
end
ofwas
the
lecture
the
topic
about
Synthetic
Biology,
something
which
I
read
about
quickly
before
the
lecture
on
ted.com,
it was an idea
of there
a new
technology
were
is smart
chemistry
and
engineering
living
systems to
envi
ronments
forcreate
homes
and
cities.
Herseeing
visionhow
cameVenice,
from
Italy issoslowly
decomposing,
she
is
currently
living
‘Designing
technologies
that
are
sensitive
to
the
environment
and may
prevent
or
even
correct
the
negative
impact
that
modern
technology
had on our surroundings.’

This
quote
was
from
a
site
wereonither
hadwork,
an I
article
really
liked
the
idea of
finding
a
way
of
making
awill
newhelp
technology
which
us
live
the
way
we
are without
harming
the
planet,
and
by
using different
materials
and
make
building
architectural
which
grows
itself,
Dr
Rachael
alsoofmentioned
creating
about
a
way
buildings
which
repair
itself
which
I
found
interesting.
In
conclusion
I
really
enjoyed
herconnect
views inthe
how
we
should
environment
tobuildings,
our new
architectural
as
the oldand
techniques
are
unstable
slowly
destroying
our
environment
that
is
defiantly
this time. relevant at
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ANIMATION

This lecture started off by talking about the world of
animation where 106 years ago, stop frame
animation used a black board and chalk and f ilmed it.
The word animation as stated in Webopedia.com, ‘it is a
simulation of movement created by displaying a
serious of pictures or frames. Cartoon on television is
one examples of animation. Animation on computers is
one of the chief ingredients of multimedia presentation.
There are many software applications that enable you
to create animations that you can display on a computer
monitor. Note there is a difference between animation
and video, whereas video takes continuous motion and
breaks it up into discrete frames, animation starts with
independent pictures and puts them together to form the
illusion of continuous motion.’
Animation was discovered in 1534 where animation is
different from a drawing; animation is
movement-using drawings so if u don’t have
movement you don’t have an animation. This
technique was used to create something that is
imaginary to come alive. All this was inspired by the
f irst photograph in 1826, which changed the world
completely, then the f irst f ilm by lumieer
brothers 1895 who created the f irst silent f ilm. They
were Auguste and Louis Lumiere, born in France in 1862
and 1864, the moved to Lyon to attend ‘La
Martiniere’ which was the largest technical school in
Lyon, their father ran a photographic f irm were they
both were introduced to the world of
photography and made some improvements to the still
photograph process. This is where they used the
dry-plate process, which was a major step towards moving
images.
By 1892 the brothers began to crate moving images, the
used a number of processes, but mostly using Film
Perforations.
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Film perforations according to Wikipedia are ‘also known
as perf, which are holes placed in the f ilm stock during
manufacturing and used for transporting (by sprockets
and claws) and steadying (by pin registration) the f ilm’
The brothers used this technique to project the image
through a projector, and eventually the f irst footage to
ever be recorded was of working leaving the Lumiere
factory in March 19, 1895.
Now maybe some of you will be thinking what does f ilm
have anything to do with animation, well it played a
major part in animation as having just drawings of how
something will move is not enough. How else are your
going to make each page move fast enough to see the
movement?
That’s were f ilm comes in were each image would be placed
in order and then played on a projector to see how correct the f low of movement is an to see the animation in
action, these series of images could be anything it was
to give the appearance that something is alive when in
reality its not possible such as a moving lamp or object
which is stable 24/7, now days this is explored through
clay,
photography and drawings to create cartoons and
animated motion pictures.

19

My f irst experience of
animation would be many
superheroes cartoons such as
X-men and Spiderman, they all
to me were magical even though
they just drawings of people in
costumes with superpowers to
me they were real at that age,
there were so many animated
cartoon as they all competed
against each other for ratings
and I think they were
successful as they could make
the characters do things that
would be impossible during
the time were technology was
still evolving such as green
screen etc. now days all you see
is shows like Wizards and others
were they have moved on from
animation and now have actors,
I think this is a shame as most of us 90’s kids will remember the Images on this page
but not to worry as animations is kept alive through Disney and DreamWorks
animated motion pictures.
I enjoy animation as it brings back good childhood memories of me attempting to work
out how a cartoon could fly or jump that high, all these illusions
created by animation fascinated me and eventually found out that for a
person what cartoons could do was impossible for a human to do, because of this I chose
to do the animation project for my Thursday’s visual studies lesson, for this brief I
had the task to explore the different techniques of
creating and animation and the eventually create my own animation using my
chosen technique and create my own story board and also explore in creating an
abstract background and then using the background to interact with what I will be
animating. The brief stated the following ‘this is a 6 week
animation project. Your work will be created in traditional 2D and 3D model
animation techniques. The title of the brief is Mise en Scene, the setting of the scene.
This visual stage/set will be created before you design the
storyboard, your f ilm will be inspired by the visual structure of your stage. You
will create your own set and props and use the to produce an animation in the studio.’
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We had our introduction to the brief and I was
getting excited but worried we only had 6 weeks to do
this project as there was a lot of us and only one room
in which we could do our animation and it was free
only for our lesson, but I got to it and we went on to
experience and practise stop motion photography and
created a short f ilm, we then got to experience 2D
animation which consist of have a camera on a stand
which keeps the camera looking straight down at a
table at the right angel so that everything looks in
proportion with this in place we used a program
which had a live view from the camera on the computer
screen which made it easier to capture our animated
movement on the table, this programme could capture
the movement and then replay it back to check that it
has been done correct. Finally we have 3D animation
which we didn’t get to experience but I chose to do as
I did some research and found that; ‘one, get objects
that I will be using for my animation such as clay,
wire and others, two, create the scene or set and set up
figures in the set, three, place a camera in front of the
set using a tripod to take photos of the movements
making sure that the camera can view the entire
frame, using the tripod make its less likely to get
blurry images, four, set up a good source of lighting,
can be a lamp or a flashlight depending on what kind of
mood you want, f ive, take a single photo of the
f igure in position, six, begin with the
movement taking photographs after each movement
made, seven, repeat until the action is completed,
eight, upload images to a computer and using a movie
making software create your animation with the
photographs taken.’

I chose the 3D technique to create my f inal animation as it was going to be set in the
jungle with clay characters who transform into animals, my story would be of two one
colour clay balls coming into frame and showing off to one another until one calls
over a different coloured clay to join him to create an animal and so does the other
clay character, this repeats itself until one get jealous and attacks the other clay
character, ending with one surrendering and finally taking a bow to the audience and
falling apart while exiting the frame. To create this animation I used Playdough for
my characters and to create my set I used black coloured card to create a small box area
to keep unwanted light from coming into my scene and then I used small sticks and
leaves with grass to create my jungle, and by adding a reflective sheet of plastic on the
bottom I was hoping to get a sense of depth in the jungle. In conclusion this
experience for me was joyful but very time consuming, however I defiantly enjoyed
writing out my story board and experiencing diff iculties with my set and how to
resolve them as it helped me get to my final animation, and obviously with more time I
would have loved to add more to the story and made some scenes more exciting with
possibly f lying characters.
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NIC CLEAR

Having not attended this lecture I
decided to do my own research into who
this designer is and what he does, from
the title of the lecture (‘Drawing’) I
instantly thought that he should be an
amazing artist. I started my own journey
into looking into this designers techniques and previous works by looking at
the Gamswen page - http://gamswen2012.
wordpress.com/lectures/nic-clear/
It featured a quote at the top which
said ‘ In a traditional or architectural
drawing, space is always implied. Even
when we draw perspectives we’re still
talking about the representation onto
a flat plane. Space isn’t flat, and it
takes training and knowledge to
understand a certain protocol.’ Lorna.
The first thing that pop to my head was
the sensation of driving around the city
taking in the scenery of all the
different types of architectural
buildings that London has to offer,
especially those around Greenwich which
have many old and preserved buildings. I
then found more information on the
University of Greenwich webpage and
found that he ran his own company named
Clear Space which he ran for many years
before setting up ‘General Lighting and
Power, where he worked on covering everything from commercial architecture and
interior design to Graphic design and
advertising including art installations
and short films. Now days he divides his
time between teaching and writing and
making his own drawings and films.

NIC CLEAR

This brings me nicely to one of his
students work called ‘Robots of Brixton’
which was
created by one of Nic Clear students
‘Kibwe
Tavares. After viewing this short f ilm,
which was of Brixton which has been
inhabited by ‘London’s new robot
workforce,’ this had scenes of robots
all working in Brixton area doing jobs
which humans do not want to do anymore.
This short filmed gave me the impression
that the robots had taken over the
council estates and humans have moved up
in the world. This
reminded me of the problems with the
immigrants and the poverty they are in,
but instead of
human beings robots have taken their
place in this world. Near the end we cut
to the final scene were we see violence
between these robots, which resembled
the riot outbreaks, which happened in
1981 in Brixton.
In conclusion, I found that Nic clear
is an amazing and influential architect
with and what I probably most enjoyed
was ‘Robots of Brixton’ even though its
was not his own work he
influenced the designer to create it and
I could relate to it as I know
immigrants and know their feeling of
trying to find their freedom, just as
the robot was daydreaming
until being interrupted by an authority
figure.
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Stacey Pitsillides

This whole lecture was short
but was interesting it was titled Digital Death, the idea was
what happens to all your digital
data memories etc, once you are
deceased, I found it interesting the way Stacey researched the
differences on how the digital
format is taking over traditional
paper and pen for communication,
it has such an impact in our
lives that so much has changed
in so little time. She mentioned
her study is to seek systems of
spirituality and social behaviour
which can exist in the digital
world, by this I understood that
she meant that people are different digitally than when talking
and meeting someone in person,
for instance RPG games where you
get to create your own character
and look the way you want, this
effects your behaviour and the
way you communicate as for that
short time you can be someone
else. This affects us all as Facebook could do the same to some
people. Stacey also mentioned how
social networking could also be a
means of communicating even if a
person has died as their profile
is still active, but this changes
us in the way we communicate to
the person as we know they wont
be replying back, we were also
shown a video of how a person on
a RPG game wanted to burry his
deceased cat but no one would let
him so he had resorted to creating his own pet cemetery in this
game to help others with the same
problem around the world, and now
this part of this game is a spiritual place were people can visit
the make believe graves of their
pets.
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DIGITAL DEATH
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WHAT HAVE I
For this lecture we started off with 3 questions:
How do you learn?
What have you learnt so far?
How have you learnt this?
We didn’t have to answer this straight away but to think about the through
out the lecture as we recapped what we had learnt so far in the past lectures.
So we started off with lecture 1 – which was an introduction of this project
and f inal outcome for the lectures, and how to introduce the f inal
magazine; by drawing the reader in by making them ask themselves what
going to happen, when and why depending on what the lecture is about. We
got a tip from Mark our tutor to write the introduction at the end of all
the lecture as by that time you have enough information to write about
what will happen through out the final magazine.
Lecture 2 – This was about Vaughan Oliver, an interesting character who’s
work looked fun to create and seemed like he enjoyed working with others
who had different skills and methodologies where sometimes created
arguments into who’s point of view would work best with the work he was
working on such as, album covers, collaborations and music.
Lecture 3 – This was one which I least liked, which was a talk by Niel Spiller
a surrealist who took an imaginary island which he had thought up as a
child and by using the methods he had been taught in architecture he
created this world through a series of drawings of different views and
closer view points of different areas of this island.
Lecture 4 – Nic Clear who is an architect mentioned that ’Architecture is
nothing without a drawing f irst’ was to me true as I have experienced it
through my own work at University of Greenwich in creating my f inal
outcomes but especially in college where I had studied Art and Design and
had many projects where I was to create my own product and the only way of
capturing my ideas was through drawing what came to my head and
exploring them, so the statement to me is true as it should be experienced by
every designer every day.
This lecture also featured a video of ‘Robots of Brixton’ where one of his
students created it, who had complex ideas and had to f ind a way to represent
them in the real world.
Lecture 5 – Stacey Pitsillides and her Digital Death lecture was about what
happens to all your f iles online once you die, if you die will you still live
on through the digital world and your identity is tied up into the digital
world because of Facebook, twitter etc.
Lecture 6 – Rachel Armstrong’s lecture was about how we should evolve out
environment and not make unstable buildings; she talked passionately
about harmless architecture and ecological, cells and proto cells. Which
will help us protect our planet in the long run.
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L EARNT SO FAR ?

So f inally to answer the first three questions of:
How do you learn?
I think the way I learn best would be through listening and taking notes but
also having a lecture which is a bit more interactive in a sense where we can
join in and learn new skill and methodologies which the lecturer has learnt
and have the experience of learning f irst hand from the lecturer.
What have you learnt so far?
So far I have learnt many things, such as where an obsession can take you and
how far you can go just by exploring the idea. I have also learnt how a
designer and artists can collaborate with anyone even scientists, and able to
create inspirational and astonishing series of artworks which may be
confusing but to me that doesn’t matter because if the viewer is looking at it
more than a second then to me that’s a job done.
How have you learnt this?
I think the way I have learnt all this is through all the note taking I have
done, and less through video recording or sound recording as I fif ound it hard
to concentrate while through the note taking I f ound it easier as it bring
back f lash backs so to speak and I get visuals of what I saw and heard during
the lecture and this helps me create a story.
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SI MO N H E R RO N
This was an interesting lecture for me as
I myself find it hard to draw something
realistically, so was looking forward to
what the lecturer Simon Herron was going
to talk about and what skills and ideas
I could incorporate to my own work. He
started off with an amazing image called
cities moving/ a walking city this
consisted of collage and drawings put
together where in those days there were
no computers to edit images so
everything was done in a traditional way
which made it just that little more
personal, this particular piece was
created by his father and his vision was
creating a city which could walk, it was
‘That most famous of all images to come
out of Archigram.’ Archigram was a
magazine which started in the late 50’s
and 60’s which was
influenced by the independence group
‘which consisted of painters, sculptors,
architects,
writers and critics who wanted to
challenge
prevailing modernist approaches to
culture.’
This magazine was a way of these artist/
designer to be set free and go crazy with
their concept
ideas for humanity and offered an
alternative to serious modernism.
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Simon explained his fathers work of all his bits
and pieces of works and photography of settings
and drawings, this was to create a collage which
was generated through a piece of text or a
collection of objects and image, which is were
you get your curiosity for the collage idea and
begin to experiment and explore with what has
been captured in this folder of his father.
This lecture for me was an eye opener as to what
design is, its not about knowing how to do
amazing effects on a computer or how to
created an object from scratch but that real
design comes from using traditional techniques
such as collage and scanning and drawing on top
to create some looking amazing and maybe hard to
understand what exactly is going on but you know
as the designer your did it yourself by your own
hand and not a programme.
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“An End and
Another
Beginning
and .........”
Mark Ingham
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An end and another beginning and….... That was our title for our
f inal lecture, to me this made me feel like this experience would
never end as we all are learning something new every day, no matter
through were or how we are still learning. This lecture to me was a
way of saying that it may be the end of these lecture but its not the
end of experiencing new art, architecture and designs, this is just
the beginning. Through out this lecture we talked about how this
magazine will be expressed to the audience, how we can be creative
rather than just simple text and image which will obviously make it
dull for you the reader, we learnt about attention grabbing and how
to introduce people and artworks which makes the reader want to read
on, to me I f ound this diff icult as English is not my f irst
language but will def iantly give it a go as I never give up on
anything.
For the conclusion of our lecture we watched a few endings to some
f ilms these were all spoilers of course, but we watched them anyway,
the one I chose to watch was Christopher Nolan’s Batman Begins, were
his vision of batman is darker and realistic in my opinion and the
ending to this consisted of Batman talking to the new lieutenant of
Gotham city who worked together in stopping their enemies and are
now partners. This to me resembles the phrase ‘an end and another
beginning and because they ended the terror of an enemy but
because of his actions they have started something else, hence ‘ an
end and another beginning,’ the ‘And’ part of the phrase comes when
the joker is introduced to the Batman, when they talk about how they
are our numbered, ‘We start carrying semi-automatics, they buy
automatics. We start wearing Kevlar, they buy armour piercing
round, and your wearing a mask jumping off rooftops. Now take this
guy. Leaves a calling card.’ This part of the scene to me is the ‘and’
part of the phrase as it shows there is something else going to
zzhappen in the future and its going to be exciting! Of course we
know already what it is as the f ilm quite old now.
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